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AGUSTAWESTLAND DEAL

Sonia rejects allegations;
says she is not afraid
Congress president Sonia Gandhi rejected
as “baseless” allegations linking her and party
leaders to bribes in the AgustaWestland chopper deal and said she is not “afraid” of being
“cornered” on the issue.
She asked the government what it has been
doing in power for the last two years on the
issue and demanded that the ongoing inquiry be completed impartially.
“I am not afraid of anyone cornering
me as there is no basis to that. All the
accusations they are throwing at us
are false,” Gandhi told reporters in
Parliament complex as BJP sought
to target her on the deal.
Angry exchanges
between
opposition Congress and
ruling BJP members over Subramaniam Swamy seeking
to drag Sonia Gandhi’s
name in the controversial
AgustaWestland he-

licopter contract bribery case led to two adjournments of the Rajya Sabha in the pre-noon
session.
However, Gandhi’s name was later expunged by Deputy Chairman P J Kurien.
Swamy had raised the issue through a zero
hour notice, his first intervention since he took
oath, and referred to the allegations made by
Christian Micheal, the middleman in the scandal, through a letter in the High Court of Italy.
The naming of Gandhi led the Congress
members to angrily storm into the Well, with
a handful even moving closer to the treasury
benches menacingly. Members of the treasury
benches too got up on their seats to counter the
opposition.
The VVIP chopper deal relates to a 2010
decision of the UPA government to buy 12
helicopters from Italian manufacturer,
Finmeccanica. But reports later said the
Italian company had paid a
bribe of up to Rs 3,565 crore
to swing the deal.
Continued on page 2
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Only CNG cabs in Delhi roads, SC asserts
NEW DELHI: Diesel and
petrol taxis will go off the roads
in Delhi as the Supreme Court
has refused to extend the April
30 deadline for cabs to either
switch to less polluting CNG
fuel or stop plying in the capital.
The decision means that
some 35,000 cabs will become
ineligible to run in Delhi and
the impact is likely to be felt
by an estimated 2 lakh commuters. The ban is likely to
put the city's already stretched
public transport system under
more pressure in the coming
months.
The pleas of the taxi operators' association and individual operators for an extension failed to move the bench
of Chief Justice TS Thakur
and Justices AK Sikri and R
Banumathi that said the court
-which has been making efforts
since 1998 to clean Delhi's air
-has granted several extensions
for the switch to CNG.
"We cannot extend the deadline. You have to comply with
our order. We extended many
times and we cannot keep extending it," the Supreme Court
bench said on Saturday, indicating that diesel and petrol taxis
will have to go off the road.
The apex court's interim
order banning registration of

diesel-run SUV with engine
capacity of 2000cc or more will
also continue. Diesel or petrol
cabs with all India permits will
not be able to run in Delhi.
The SC order will impact
operators of a large fleets of
taxis used to ferry working
professionals, especially those
employed with call centres in
Noida and Gurgaon besides
the national capital.
According to the Delhi Statistical Handbook, there are
around 80,000 registered taxis
in the capital and majority of
them run on diesel. With Saturday's order, transport in
the NCR is set to be hit unless
cabs switch to CNG or operators make alternative arrange-

ments.
Operators made an impassioned appeal, saying their
livelihoods will be affected and
thousands of drivers rendered
jobless. They also raised practical difficulties in picking up
tourists from Delhi and taking them to cities where CNG
was not available. But the arguments failed to impress the
court.
One operator said he had
brought the car recently with
the help of bank loan and was
not in position to invest for
converting the vehicle to CNG.
The bench would have none
of it."You can argue endlessly
and we are ready to hear you
on some other day but we are

very firm about our order. If
your loan liability continues for
next ten years, then it does not
mean that we can allow you to
ply your car on roads for the
next ten years," it said.
Meanwhile, the court permitted the Delhi Police and Delhi Jal Board to get their dieselrun vehicles of more than 2000
cc engine registered, which had
not been allowed. It directed
Delhi Police to pay 30 per cent
of the value of the vehicle as
`Green Cess' or Environment
Compensation Charge (ECC)
but exempted DJB from paying
ECC on the ground that around
250 diesel-run water tankers
would be supplying water to
the citizens of the city .
The city has over 5,071 radio taxis, 3,435 economy radio
taxis and 22,138 tourist taxis or
those with the all-India tourist
permit. Another 12,000 odd are
registered under the `rent-acab'
scheme as local `kaali-peeli`
taxis and 1,864 as 10-seater
taxis.
Interestingly , the number of
taxis in the city has been consistently going up in the past few
years as demand for such services increased. The number of
taxis in 2010 was 57,958, which
went up to 69,780 in 2011. It
was 70,335 in 2012-13 and increased to 79,606 in 2015.
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in the Italian court which convicted former
employees of AgustaWestland for giving
bribes in the deal, he said, “At every stage
in the Italian court, our lawyer represented
the case.
“They cross examined all witnesses. At
no stage, names were revealed. My question is now -CBI is with present government, ED (Enforcement Directorate) is with
present government. Why delay, if there is
evidence?” he told reporters here.
When asked about BJP launching an allout attack against Congress on the issue, he
said, “Take strong action against bribe givers and bribe takers.”
Antony, who is in
Kerala to launch the
party’s election campaign for the May 16
titu te o
Assembly poll, said,
f
In s
“The Italian court has
convicted the bribe
giver. Please take action
against the bribe taker.
CBI, ED are all with
them.”
Seeking to turn the
tables, the Congress
Working
Committee
member said “the bribe
giver– the company,
is part of the ‘Make in
India campaign’ of the
NDA government.”
Admission Guidance in School/
BJP has been targeting Congress President
Sonia Gandhi and other
leaders on the chopper
deal during the UPA II
regime.
Congress has alleged
that it was a political
conspiracy to malign
the party leadership in
the chopper deal.
studyritm@gmail.com
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on Congress was only the “first chapter”
as top BJP leaders, including its chief Amit
Shah and Union ministers Arun Jaitley and
Venkaiah Naidu, huddled together to mull
over their next move. The top BJP leaders,
sources said, deliberated on various issues
and fine tuned their strategy to attack the
main opposition party during Parliament
session. Antony’s honesty is discussed and
the senior Congress leader himself speaks
about, he said wryly, and asked him to go
public with the names of “guilty” party
leaders. Quoting from the Italian court’s
order Prasad said, “There was reasonable
belief that corruption had taken place and
it was validly proven that 10-15 million dollars made way to Indian officials”.
Hitting back at BJP for targeting Congress leadership over the AgustaWestland
chopper deal, former defence minister A K
Antony today dared the Narendra Modi
government to take “strong” action against
“bribe givers and takers” if there was any
evidence.
Asserting that no names were revealed

New Delhi: The results for Class XII
examinations conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)
are likely to be declared on May 27, 2016.
Like the previous year, Class X results
will be declared first, which is likely to
be in the third week of May, according
to a senior CBSE official.
The admission process for undergraduate courses in Delhi University is
also likely to commence from May 27.
As many as 14,99,122 candidates registered for Class X (both board-based and
school-based) exams and for Class XII
boards, 10,67,900 candidates appeared
this year. Delhi, including foreign
schools, registered the highest number
of candidates - 2.9 lakh for Class X and
2.7 lakh for Class XII boards.
Meanwhile, DU is also likely to open
its admission on the day of declaration
of the class XII results by the CBSE. According to a senior official, the university may even go completely online for
the application process this year, though
a final decision is likely to be taken by
second week of May. The first cut-off is
likely to be issued on June 26, which is a
Sunday and admissions will start from
the next day.
There are 15,309 CBSE-affiliated
schools whose students will write the
class X exams this year and Panchkula
region has the highest number of such
schools. For class XII Boards, there are
10,121 schools. A total of 3,747 centres
will conduct the exams. At least 4,781
(2,860 for class X and 1,921 for class
XII) differently-abled candidates have
registered for the exams, of which 2,287
are from Delhi region. The group comprises mostly physically-handicapped
students, followed by visually-impaired
and dyslexics, respectively.
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Meanwhile, BJP used the conviction of
Italian officials linked to the VVIP chopper
scam to target the Congress and asked the
then Defence Minister A K Antony to name
the party leaders allegedly involved in the
scandal.
The party wanted to know who were the
bribe takers after those who gave the bribe
were convicted by an Italian court.
Addressing a press conference, Union
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said Antony
had in March 2013 said corruption had taken places in the purchase of VVIP choppers
and that bribe had been taken. He asked
Antony to come clean on it.
“Bribe givers have been convicted. Why
are bribe takers silent? Antony should answer if leaders of Congress are involved in
it or not. Are they from your party or not?
Please come out clean,” he said. He said
the treasury benches will use the issue to
attack Congress in Parliament. The chopper scam is not an isolated case of graft
and “corruption is the byword of UPA-I
and UPA-II”. Prasad said Tuesday’s attack

CBSE Class 12 results
likely on May 27

Rudra Institute of
Technology & Management
Collages for

10th/ 12th, BBA/MBA, BCA/MCA,
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‘Kejriwal wants another rift with Centre’ Corporates in NCR brace
New Delhi: Both BJP
and Congress have labelled
chief minister Arvind Kejriwal's plan to go to the
masses with a draft legislation on full statehood as
another attempt to pick up
a fresh round of conflict
with the Centre. The AAP
came forward to clarify that
the government was only
preparing a draft and not
trying to encroach on the
powers of Parliament. It
also called out the BJP and
Congress for being part of
the consultations.
Leader of opposition
in the Delhi Assembly Vijender Gupta labelled the
announcement as "a gimmick". "If Delhi government
was serious about full statehood, it should have sent a
proposal to the Union Government and discussed the
matter with them," he said.

The BJP said Kejriwal is
not serious about the issue,
as he has decided to place
the draft legislation for
public consultation instead
of trying to build political
consensus. BJP MP Vijay
Goel added, "This requires
constitutional amendment

and thus needs a 2/3rd majority to pass in both the
houses of the Parliament.
But instead of building consensus on the issue, he is
looking for a confrontation
with the Centre."
The sudden announcement on draft legislation

AAP MLA meets kaali-peeli drivers
New Delhi: AAP MLA Col
Devinder Sehrawat met over 2,000
kaali-peeli taxi owners, protesting
against app-based cab aggregators,
at the IGI Airport's T3 taxi stand. The
drivers highlighted problems like
lack of water at the airport stand and
no maintenance of bathrooms, half
of which aren't fully functional, they
claimed.
"A driver who used to make six to
seven trips a day is now able to do only
two to three because of app-based and
radio taxis. We are not as advertised
or accessible as those cabs. This is affecting our business. There is also a
water problem at the airport stand. A
sum of around Rs 60,000 is pitched in
each month just to get water for the
drivers," said Yogesh Lamba, general
secretary of the IGI Airport T3 taxi
union.
"The location of the taxi stand also
adds to our problems. We have to
take a long route to reach the airport
to pick up a customer, which means
burning more fuel," Lamba added.
Drivers at the stand are demanding
for an app-based system to keep pace
with Ola and Uber, and revision of
fares to stay in competition. There are

around 7,000 kaali-peeli taxis registered with the State Transport Authority, one-third of which fall under the
airport union. "We have around 2,500
taxis here and T1 combined, still we
don't get much attention. The fare for
AC cabs needs to increase so we can
make some money as we can't pick
up rides on our way. We are cheaper
than a lot of our competitors," said
Dayanand Yadav, joint secretary, IGI
Airport T3 taxi union.
AAP MLA Col Devinder Sehrawat
has assured relief to the taxi drivers.
"Kaali-peeli taxis are being neglected.
I am in discussion to get an app-based
system for these drivers. They also
need more benches and water," Sehrawat said.

for full statehood by the
CM, BJP says, is yet another
ploy to blame the Centre
for state government's inefficiencies. "He (Kejriwal)
will float a bill and then cry
foul. He will hold the Centre responsible for his administrative failures," said
Satish Upadhyay, Delhi BJP
chief.
Delhi Pradesh Congress
Committee chief Ajay Maken said the power to make
amendments in the Constitution was vested only
with Parliament and the
Delhi government cannot
pass any bill for full statehood. He said for this, the
Delhi assembly has to pass
a resolution and forward it
to the Centre. "If the government was serious about
statehood, it should have
written to the Centre much
earlier," says Maken.

for ban impact on staff

New Delhi: Thousands
of professionals and executives working in cities
including Noida, Gurgaon and Faridabad, but
staying in Delhi would
now have to arrange for
their own transport. Anticipating the crisis, a few
corporates had alerted
their employees that they
may have to manage their
transport, if the Supreme
Court did not extend the
deadline for plying of
diesel taxis.
According to industry
sources, at least 30,00040,000 diesel taxis would
be impacted because of
the ban and about two
lakh persons would be affected only in Delhi. The
numbers would be much
higher in the National
Capital Region (NCR)

since significant number
of taxis are registered
in Gurgaon and Noida
where taxes are less.
SP Singh of IFTRT, a
Delhi-based think tank
on transport issues, said
about five persons are
directly or indirectly dependent on each such
cab, which includes the
driver, his/her family
members and those engaged in repairing and
maintenance business.
He added, "Once there
is a surgical decision like
this to ban diesel taxis,
there would be increased
misuse of private diesel
vehicles for commercial
use. As such this is happening in a big way. It
would be far more, if
availability of taxis reduce."

Certifying brain death
now a must in Delhi
NEW Delhi: The Delhi government has issued a circular
making it mandatory for all
hospitals to ascertain and certify brain death-irreversible
loss of brain function due to
any disease or trauma. This,
the government says, is not
just necessary for boosting
organ donation. This will also
check incidences where patients with irreversible brain
function are kept in hospitals
causing anxiety and financial
burden on their kin.
According to the circular
issued by state health secretary Dr Tarun Seem, many
medical practitioners are not
following the prescribed procedure in all cases of brain
stem death.
"All clinicians, when facing
a situation where 'brain stem
death' is suspected, must follow the procedure mentioned

in Section 3(6) of the Transplantation of Human Organs
and Tissues Act, 1994 to certify brain stem death in Form
10," the circular says.
Multiple tests are conducted by a competent medical
board, which decides whether
there is any possibility of revival of brain function, said
Dr Sudhir Gupta, professor
and head of forensic medicine

and toxicology at AIIMS.
Once a patient is certfied
brain-dead, multiple organs
and tissues can be harvested,
including heart, kidney, lung,
liver and pancreas, for transplantation.
Dr S K Sarin, director of
Institute of Liver and Biliary
Sciences, said the move by the
Delhi government is a welcome step. "It will increase
the organ pool and help save
many lives," he said.
Sources said the Delhi Organ Transplant Cell, which
is headed by Dr Anil Aggarwal, held several meetings
with forensic experts, police
and transplant surgeons before deciding that brain stem
death assessment is mandatory. The government is also
contemplating
nominating
experts, who can assist hospitals in this, said sources.

Draft Bill for statehood ready: Kejriwal
New Delhi: Chief minister
Arvind Kejriwal declared that
his government was ready with
a draft legislation on full statehood which would now be put
out in the public domain. The
AAP government wants power
over law and order, policing and
land and let the Centre manage
the New Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC) area and vital installations.
The AAP government is clear
that the legislation can only be
passed in the assembly as part
of a resolution demanding full
statehood and will then have to
be sent to the Centre. The power
to make a law on full statehood
lies with Parliament. "Draft Bill
for Statehood of Delhi is ready.
Will be soon placed in public
domain for comments and sug-

gestions from public," the CM
tweeted.
While the CM's tweet led to
the BJP and Congress attacking
the government for resorting to
"gimmickry", the AAP clearly
sees the subject as a way to reach
out to the masses to build public opinion on a highly political
subject. With municipal polls
slotted for early next year, statehood is AAP's way to take on BJP
and use the lack of full statehood
for all that the government has
failed to deliver. Sources said the
NDMC area - which houses the
Rashtrapati Bhavan, residences
of the Vice-President, the Prime
Minister and foreign missions
- may remain untouched in the
Bill which is currently in a draft
stage. Public consultations are
proposed so that the draft may be

improved further, sources said.
"The government will make
public draft bill for statehood of
Delhi soon and seek comments
and suggestions from the masses.
After receiving suggestions and
comments, the bill will be tabled
in the Delhi cabinet for its nod
and then will be placed in the assembly, where a resolution seeking full statehood will be passed
and sent to the Centre to seek a

Constitutional amendment for
full statehood to Delhi," sources
said. It is learnt that the government will draw upon the resolutions passed previously by the
Congress and BJP governments.
While Kejriwal's tweet raised
a storm, AAP functionaries
jumped in to defend the government. "There will be greater synchronisation and shared purpose
among civic services and the law
and order machinery will be accountable to the citizens," AAP
stated. Party member Sanjay
Singh said AAP has been talking
about granting full statehood to
Delhi since its inception.
The BJP, which was the ruling
party in the first Delhi assembly
from 1993 to 1998, had passed
a resolution seeking full statehood. The Congress government,

too, came forward to pass resolutions. A Bill was tabled in the
Rajya Sabha at the initiative of
then home minister LK Advani
in 2003 to confer full statehood
to Delhi but it was never passed.
Last year, AAP had planned to
hold a referendum on the issue,
which was later shelved.
As it has no power to legislate on the subject of grant of full
statehood, the AAP govenrment
is clear that the legislation can
only be passed in the assembly
as part of a resolution demanding
full statehood and will then have
to be sent to the Centre. The power to make a law on full statehood
lies with the parliament. "Draft
Bill for Statehood of Delhi ready.
Will be soon placed in public domain for comments n suggestions
from public," the CM tweeted.
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MBBS admissions: Private medical colleges in Only 7% B-school
Telangana flout SC directive on single entrance
graduates
HYDERABAD: By its decision to conduct separate webbased entrance for admissions
into MBBS course, the consortium of non-minority Telangana Private Medical Colleges'
Management Association (TPMCMA) seem to be on a collision course with Supreme
Court of India.
This is the view that is now
gaining currency after the apex
court in a landmark decision
in April first week recalled its
2013 judgment in National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (the
ruling had then allowed private colleges to conduct their
separate entrance).
While the latest judgment
cleared the way for common
medical entrance tests for admissions, TPMCMA is set to do
exactly the opposite as it is still
going ahead with its private
medical entrance test (MCET2016) on May 20 to fill up 735
MBBS seats (35%) under 'B'
category management seats in
dozen private medical colleges
for 2016-17 in Telangana.
"For both payment seats in
private colleges or free seats in
government medical colleges,
there should be a common
entrance test to fill up MBBS
seats to prevent fleecing by
private medical colleges on the

name of capitation fees and to
ensure selection of candidates
take place only by merit," said
Dr K Ramesh Reddy, Medical
Council of India (MCI) member, while welcoming the Supreme Court judgment.
In all, there are 2,950 MBBS
seats in Telangana state including 850 seats in five government medical colleges, while
the remaining 2,100 seats are
offered by private colleges.
These 2,100 seats are again
sub-divided into three categories: 50% seats (1050) filled by
the state government under
convenor quota through integrated Engineering, Agricultural and Medical Common
Entrance Test (EAMCET), 35

per cent seats (735) through
private entrance test and for
remaining 15% NRI quota, the
seats go to highest bidders.
In fact, Andhra Pradesh
Private Medical Colleges'
Management
Association
(APPMCMA) too is conducting a separate online entrance
test on May 13 to fill up its
share of 35 per cent 'B' category management MBBS seats in
13 private medical colleges for
2016-17.
"It looks funny but MBBS
aspirants in both AP and T
take admissions in colleges
through three different modes.
There can be one EAMCET
for all as this would bring in
transparency in the way MBBS

seats are filled up in private
colleges, which resort to corruption to make money," said
Dr YV Rajasekhar Reddy, a US
returned doctor cum parent.
However, prof T Papi
Reddy, chairman, chairman,
Telangana State Council of
Higher Education, under
whose supervision the private
medical entrance test is being
conducted, clarified that even
though ideally a single common entrance is welcome, the
SC judgment has no bearing
on Telangana state.
"The SC judgment in National Eligibility cum Entrance
Test (NEET) case does not apply to Telangana and AP as
both states are exempted from
contributing medical seats to
'central pool' (as is done by
other states) under Article 371
(D), which safeguards educational rights of locals," he
claimed.
Even for NEET exam,
which the Medical Council of
India (MCI) mooted in 2013
and wants to conduct every
year at the national level as a
single common medical entrance test, he said that it may
come into the picture from
next academic year (2017-18)
as it is too late for such an
exam now.

employable: study

Barring
a
handful of top
business schools
such
as
the
IIMs, most business schools in
the country are
producing subpar
graduates
who are largely unemployable, and
therefore earning less than Rs 10,000 a
month, if at all they find a job, a report
has pointed out.
The report blames the lack of quality control and infrastructure, low-paying jobs through campus placement,
and poor faculty as the major reasons
behind the disaster.
India has at least 5,500 B-schools operational, but including unapproved
institutes could take that number much
higher, the report by Assocham said,
expressing concern over the decay in
the standards of these B-schools.
“Only 7 per cent of MBA graduates from Indian business schools, excluding those from the top 20 schools,
get a job straight after completing
their course,” it found. “Around 220
B-schools have shut down in the last
two years in Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Kolkata, Bangalore, Ahmedabad, Lucknow, Hyderabad, and Dehradun, and
120 more are expected to wind up in
2016.”

UPSC issues notification for JEE (Main) 2016: Amity’s Soumya
Sharma is Delhi’s topper
civil services, IFS exams 2016

The Union Public Service Commission (UPSC)
has released the notification for the 2016 civil services examination and
Indian Forest Service (IFS)
examination.
UPSC conducts the exams annually in three stages - preliminary, main and
interview - to select candidates for the prestigious
Indian
Administrative
Service, Indian Foreign
Service and Indian Police
Service, among others.
You can apply for the
exam online by visiting the
commission’s website . The
last date for filing the application is May 27.
The preliminary exam
is scheduled on August 7

and the main examination
is likely to be held in December. A total of 1,079 vacant posts in various government services will be
filled through the exam.
If you want to apply for
the Indian Forest Service
Examination you will have
to appear in the preliminary examination and if
you qualify you will have
to write the main examination which will be followed
by an interview.
If you want to apply for
both Indian Forest Service
and civil services examination, you will have to apply
through a common online
application form subject to
meeting the requisite eligibility criteria.

A general candidate
gets only six attempts to
clear the exam and must
do so by the time he turns
32. For Other Backward
Class (OBC) category candidates, the age limit is
35 years and the number
of attempts is nine while
for candidates belonging
to Schedule Cast (SC) and
Schedule Tribe (ST), the
age limit is 37 years, while
the number of attempts is
unlimited.
For appearing in the
exam, a degree of graduation in any stream from
any university recognised
by the University Grants
Commission (UGC) is required. Candidates who
have appeared in the
qualifying exam and are
awaiting results are also
eligible to apply, provided
they submit the certificate
of qualification along with
the mark sheet to the UPSC
before the main exam.
A candidate applying
for IFS exam must possess
a bachelor’s degree in one
of the following: animal
husbandry and veterinary
science, botany, chemistry, geology, mathematics,
physics, statistics and zoology, or a bachelor’s degree
in agriculture, forestry or
engineering from a recognised university.

Soumya Sharma, student of Amity International
School, Saket, is the Delhi
topper in the JEE (Main) exams. The 18-year-old scored
a total of 325 out of 360.
Sharma, who is described as a ‘very bright’
student, wants to study
Computer Science. Since
he is from Delhi, he hopes
to get admission to the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi.
“Making it to the IITs is
the dream of every science
student. Having worked really hard towards this goal,
I was confident of scoring
well in JEE (Main). Credit
goes to the stupendous
coaching mechanism em-

ployed by FIITJEE, which
brings out the best in every student. However, I’m
not celebrating yet. I’m returning to my studies with
renewed focus as I do not
want to leave any stone
unturned before JEE Advanced,” Soumya said.
In his class 10 board exams, he scored 10 CGPA.
“Soumya is a very dedicated student. If he sits
down to study, his full concentration is on that and he
doesn’t waste time at all.
Everybody in the family
calls him a genius,” said
Vivesh Sharma, his father,
who was a civil engineer
once. Now, he runs his own
business and looks after

two petrol pumps.
Sharma is also a keyboard player and spends
most of his free time listening to music. He is also
fond of playing chess and
was the Delhi state champion in 2007.
“Since he had to prepare
for these exams he had to
give up on playing chess,”
his father said. Soumya is
the only son of his parents
and everyone in his family
has a background in science. His mother is a scientist at IIT-Delhi. She specializes in laser lights.
Sharma speaks fluent
German and has been to
Germany twice on government scholarships.

Indian students expelled from
Chinese university after armed brawl
A Chinese university has expelled
three Indian students for reportedly being involved in an armed brawl that left
one student with stab wounds.
The fight broke out between two
groups of Indian students who were said
to be armed with sharp-edged weapons.
The incident occurred in the second
week of April in the medical faculty of
the Three Gorges University at Yichang
in central China.
Following the incident, the Indian embassy in Beijing issued a terse advisory
that warned Indian students to follow
rules and obey the law. It said the Indian

missions will follow a “zero-tolerance”
policy in all such cases.
More than 14,000 Indian students currently study in China, with a majority in
medical schools across the country.
Violence and ragging among Indian
students are on the riset, with the Indian
embassy and consulates having to deal
with an increasing number of complaints
about such incidents almost every day.
At least a dozen Indian students were
involved in the brawl at Three Gorges
University, which was reportedly the outcome of a running feud between junior
and senior Indian students.
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Women Empowerment day
Celebration At Pioneer Convent

Pioneer Kamal Convent Sr. Sec. School celebrated women empowerment day with enthusiasm and
zest. The day was totally meant for girls. IPS Rajiv Kumar was invited as the chief guest to grace the
occasion. SHO Ranholla Subhash Malik and SI Praveen kumar were guests of honour. Rajiv Kumar
(IPS) addressed all the students of the school and explained about the safety measures they should
opt while travelling. He even discussed about the Nirbhaya Hatya Kand and the culprits of the Crime
in brief. Students raised many questions and got the satisfactory answers. Divya of class VIII recited a
very beautiful poem “Agle Janam mohe bitiya hi kijo”. The poem left the overwhelming response on
the audience. Rajiv kumar appreciated the girl and said that the poem had touched his heart deeply.
Nisha Roy of Class X presented some wonderful lines on Delhi Police just to felicitate and honour all
the police officers SHO Ranhola Subhash Malik addressed the students and explained about Himmat
app. Principal of the School Dr. Seema Bajaj honoured the IPS Rajiv kumar and felt gratitude towards
him for sparing his precious and valuable time. She also addressed the girl students and guided them
to be strong against all the odds. She shared the experiences with all the students. The day was appreciated and applauded by all.

ISW
Studded
Evening!

A grand showcasing of the colours of
Glamour and Fashion at India International Style Week!
For all the Fashion lovers of the pink
city, IISW brings for all a combination of
fashion and style. The city witnessed the
best of fashion world with the 4 renowned
fashion designers showcasing their exuberant collections at The Lalit Jaipur.
India International Style Week by Ekang
Events witnessed the ramp with the grac-

ing of 36 National and International Models for 4 well-known fashion designers
with celebrities putting the ramp on fire.
The second poster of the style week
launched by Akhilesh Agrawal and Lokesh
Sharma, Directors of Ekang Events, Deepali Chugh, Director of Sizzlin Scizzors and
the fashion designer Gazal Mishra, Renu
Bhargav, Director of Just Design Institute
and JD Maheswari, Director of Shakun
Group.

The IISW event witnessed the showcase
of 4 celebrated fashion designers. From
Jaipur we have Gazal Mishra and apart
from her we have Shivina Agnani, Versha Sethi and Akash Chaudhary from the
city, says Lokesh Sharma, Director, IISW.
The grand finale of the style week will be
graced by the most celebrated and award
winning fashion designer from Mumbai,
Ken Ferns. Ken Ferns has showcased his
collection not only in the 5 seasons of the
Lakme Fashion Week but has also
been the official fashion designer for
the very famous TV shows ‘Jhalak
Dikhla Ja’, ‘Nach Baliye’, ‘Bigg Boss’,
etc. Having designed for the celebrities and the famous TV shows Ken
Ferns will showcase the Summer
Resort Wear Collection at India International Style Week.
Launch of the Summer Edition
Director Akhilesh Sharma quoted
‘The most celebrated fashion designers who have made their name not
only in the country but overseas will
be the part of this event’. With the
launch of the Summer Edition here
is the launch of India International
Style Week and shall host the next
season very soon with the Winter
Edition. The next season of IISW will
be a Style Week for 2-3 days and the
International Fashion Designers will
also showcase their exclusive collections.
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Editorial

Invest in children to
meet Sustainable
Development Goals
What we learn in the early years remains with
us for the rest of our lives. Several studies demonstrate that high-quality preschool learning makes
a child school-ready, with greater chances of academic success, faster adjustment to school, and
reduced behavioural problems. However, government funding for programmes across the world,
aimed at early childhood remains wholly inadequate. There is a substantial gap for high-quality,
developmentally appropriate early childhood care
and education (ECCE) programmes that provide
short and long-term benefits for children’s cognitive and social development. Many global studies
show that spending on early childhood interventions produces significant economic gains. Three
of the most rigorous long-term studies conducted
by Harvard University found a range of returns
between $4 and $9 for every dollar invested in early learning programmes for low-income children.
High-quality early childhood interventions like
Sesame Street have the potential to positively impact children’s school performance. Programmes
such as Galli Galli Sim Sim (the Indian adaptation
of Sesame Street) reach more than 100 million kids
on TV in Hindi, Gujarati and Marathi languages
and through various outreach programmes, encouraging them to learn not just alphabet and
numbers, but also imparting important 21st century skills such as conflict resolution, critical
thinking and problem solving strategies and language. Such findings raise the exciting potential
of electronic and emerging media to impact children’s school readiness. As per the Census 2011,
there are 164.48 million children in India between
0-6 years of age. Recognising the need to provide
quality pre-primary programmes, a number of
constitutional and policy provisions were made
by the government such as the 86th Constitutional
Amendment which introduced Article 21A on the
Right to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) for
6-14 year-old children, guaranteeing children the
right to quality elementary education. The Ministry of Women and Child Development (MWCD)
is the nodal department for ECCE, responsible for
the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS)
programme on the ground, covering around 38
million children through a network of almost 1.4
million anganwadi centres. However, the anganwadi “workers” as they are called, function under
several constraints — they are poorly paid, have
extremely limited resources to run a centre and are
not skilled or equipped to be preschool educators.
In addition, there are still substantial numbers of
children not enrolled in preschools, or those who
show poor learning skills in early grades. Unlike
the K-12 system covering the primary, secondary
and senior school education, ECCE is not regulated
or standardised. There is a considerable discrepancy in the way ECCE providers deal with admission
criteria, curricula, education quality, and teachers’
qualifications. Learning abilities of young children
are assessed unfairly and parents see ECCE more
as a ticket out of poverty, presenting new opportunities they themselves could not access during
their school years. An active public-private partnership must be initiated to reformulate policies
for providing universal access to high-quality,
educational content for young learners. The power
of emerging media and advanced communication
can be used effectively to help children, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds, reach
their highest potential. Early childhood development is an imperative to meet the Sustainable Development Goals of eradicating poverty, reducing
child mortality, and achieving universal
primary education, combating diseases. We as a nation must invest in
improving the quality of our children’s early education, so that
kids can grow up smarter, stronger and kinder.
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What a suicide in Kota shows:
That IIT dream is a nightmare
Last year they took
away Neelabh’s mobile
phone and changed the
SIM. No one can talk
to him now. Not his
friends, not his cousins, not his uncles, not
his aunts. Not even his
grandmother, who put
him to bed nearly every
night until, at the age
of six, he went to live in
Patna with his mother.
Neelabh’s father and
grandmother
stayed
back in Saharsa, one of
Bihar’s dust bowls. They
thought breaking up the
family was a small price
to pay for realising their
dreams, all of which saw
Neelabh smiling on a
top IIT campus.
They were not hallucinating. At the St Michael school in Saharsa,
Neelabh was far ahead
of his class. He cracked
the entrance test to DPS
Patna, and then to DPS
R K Puram, in New Delhi. But he did not join
the school’s hostel. He
stayed outside at a spartan private hostel in Adhchini. He had enrolled
in IIT coaching. It would
have been difficult to
come out of the hostel
every day for that.
For two years he took
a city transport bus to
school every morning,
came back in the afternoon, hurried through

lunch, and left for coaching. He came back exhausted and crashed.
Sometimes he did not
have the energy to eat
his dinner.
Yet, he flunked the
IIT-JEE last year. His father went into mourning. He had kept the boy
focused since he was a
toddler. “Nothing but
the IIT,” he would often tell Neelabh, several
times a day when the
admission process for
DPS R K Puram was going on.
After the JEE results
last year, the father sent
Neelabh away to Kota.
Kota--the beehive whose
40 IIT coaching institutes take in 150,000 students every year. Where
many young dreams
go to die in the grand
mission of fulfilling
their parents’ ambition.

Where Neelabh’s paths
may have crossed Kriti
Tripathi’s. Kriti Tripathi
, a girl from Ghaziabad,
did not want to be an
engineer., she jumped to
her death from the fifth
floor of her apartment
building.
Hers is the fifth suicide by a Kota coaching
student. What’s five out
of 150,000, the cynics
would say.
Actually, a lot. Few
things in this world are
sadder than the loss or
maiming of a young life.
More so if it happens because the young person
ends it herself out of despair. More so if the parents have a hand in it,
even if with the best intentions. But Kriti’s case
is unique. She killed herself a day after the JEE
mains results came out,
which she cleared com-

fortably with 144 marks.
The cut-off is 100.
So, unless another
theory emerges, Kriti
killed herself because
she could not imagine
herself trudging through
years of engineering and
then perhaps doing for
the rest of her life something she might hate.
The issue has been
raised effectively, if
a bit superficially, in
popular culture. Think
of Agastya’s travails in
English, August. Think
of Madhavan’s struggles in 3 Idiots. You
might dismiss them as
flaky. But please do not
dismiss the death of a
young woman. The very
first Kota suicide should
have woken us up.
There was a story
in our school textbook
about a scientist talking
to a lemming, the little rodent-like creature which
has a suicide myth. The
scientist asks why lemmings kill themselves by
deliberately running off a
cliff. The lemming quips
he does not understand
why humans do not.
We can safely tell the
lemming we do, just that
instead of jumping off
a cliff we send our children to Kota. Where, one
hopes, Neelabh is fine.
Few have his mobile
number.

Swachh Bharat mission fails
March 2016 urban-trash targets
No more than 17.6 percent
of urban solid-waste (garbage)
was processed as of March 2016,
against a target of 30 percent set
last year under the Swachh Bharat
(Clean India) Mission launched by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
The Mission’s second target,
door-to-door trash collection, did
better: 42.3 percent of urban India’s garbage was being collected
from homes as of March 2016,
against a target of 50 percent.
The government reported
progress to parliament in this answer.
The Swachh Bharat Mission
(urban) aims to not just provide
sanitation to India’s towns and
cities - which, as we reported in
the first part of this series, has also
failed its March 2016 target - but
also reduce trash and process it
for disposal.
Chandigarh processes all its
waste, followed by Meghalaya,
which processes 58 percent, and
Delhi, 52 percent. In Chandigarh,
waste is collected from every
household and roadside waste is
swept up, which means slums are
also covered. The collected garbage is then taken to a facility to
be separated.
None of the five states at the

bottom of the waste-processing
ladder process urban waste, implying it is dumped. For instance,
little appears to have changed in
Patna, described in 2008 as the
“City of Garbage” by the Patna
High Court. The city’s waste
-when it is collected, much of it
is not - is dumped at several sites,
and, despite a high court order,
there is no solid-waste management plan.
Chandigarh, Goa collect all
household waste from doorsteps
Chandigarh and Goa collect
all household waste from homes.
After them is much larger Andhra
Pradesh, where 90 percent of urban garbage is collected from
doorsteps.
The government is monitoring progress of cities and issuing cleanliness rankings. Mysuru
leads those rankings currently, as
IndiaSpend reported last month,
followed by Chandigarh.
In most of the bottom five
states, in wards where there is
no garbage collection, trash often
ends up on the streets or festers in
randomly chosen dumps.
Only three of Uttar Pradesh’s
urban wards - the state is India’s
largest by population -have garbage-collection facilities, prompt-

ing a notice from the National
Green Tribunal to the state government for the poor waste management. At the national level, 64.2
percentwards were found to have
a dumping place for solid waste,
according to the Swachhata Status report released by the national
Sample Survey Organisation.
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Patanjali’s turnover growth at 150%,
Ramdev targets `10K cr revenue

SC orders Centre,
RBI to find ways
to recover loans

The turnover of Patanjali
Ayurvedic Limited of Baba
Ramdev grew 150 per cent to
more than Rs 5,000 crore in
2015-16 from about Rs 2,000
crore in the previous year, and
the Baba predicts the growth of
the brand would hurt the market share of existing FMCG
majors.
“Nestle ka panchi udne
wala hai, Colgate ka gate
bandh hone wala hai, aur Pantene ka pant kharab hone wala
hai (The Nestle bird will fly
away, Colgates gates will shut
and Pantene will lose its trousers)” Ramdev said at a Press
conference here on Tuesday.
To give a comparison, Nestle India’s turnover was Rs
8175 crore, HUL had Rs 30, 805
crore and Colgate-Palmolive
announced Rs 3981 crore, at
the end of 2015. Patanjali targets the turn over to double to
Rs 10,000 crore in 2016-17.
Ramdev claimed many “patriotic” professional management talents from many multinational companies are joining

The Supreme Court asked the Centre, the RBI and the Indian Banks Association (IBA) to come out with a mechanism for the recovery of outstanding
bank loans from defaulters.
A three-judge bench of Chief Justice
TS Thakur and Justices R Banum-athi
and Uday Lalit asked Solicitor-General
Ranjit Kumar for the Centre and counsel for RBI and IBA to suggest appointment of a committee of experts to go
into the issue. The CJI told the counsel,
“We are not financial experts to suggest
safeguards. Today there is no mechanism to recover loans from people who
had taken thousands of crores and are
in default. The government must come
out with adequate safeguards to protect
people’s money and ensure that settlement is not done which is not in banks
interest. Some amendments in the laws
are necessary. You can constitute a committee. The present system is not working properly.” Prashant. Bhushan, appearing for Centre for Public Interest
Litigation told the court, that they have
raised important issues, such as “what
mechanisms are required to ensure that
banks obtain adequate security for the
loans that they give to companies?”

the Patanjali.
Acharya Balkrishna, MD,
Patanjali Ayurvedic Limited,
said the company now operates at 8-10 per cent profit margin.
Ramdev said Patanjali will
invest over Rs 1,150 crore to
set up six processing units and
one R&D center in the current
fiscal. The units, said Balkrishna, will come up at drought-hit
areas such as Vidharbh in Maharashtra and Bundelkhand

region in Uttar Pradesh and
Madhya Pradesh, and at least
four of these will become operational by the end of the fiscal. He expects these to create
more than 5 lakh jobs.
“To reach our growth target,
we will venture into new categories such as dairy, animal
feed and khadi garments for
yoga. We will enter dairy segment this year with the launch
of milk, cheese, butter milk and
paneer,” Ramdev said.

Patanjali sells its products
though about 5000 distributors, 10,000 health centers, 100
mega stores, besides through
the retail market where it has
tie ups with Fortune group
and Reliance retail. It employs
more than 15,000 people.
The company -- that today
unveiled its new range of products including toilet soaps,
anti-aging cream, digestive
biscuits, energy bar, and whole
milk powder, among others.-has created four major verticals: natural food, processed
food, personal care and home
care to expand and consolidate
distribution networks.
Balkrishna says Patanjali
is now looking to increase its
exports and improve online
presence. Ramdev said the
company claims Patanjali
gets more than 5 crore online
searches a month. Patanjali
plans to spend around Rs 500
crore on cow protection, a research center, and setting up
world class universities for Vedik education.

ICICI bank’s Q4 Apple reports first decline in profits
profit dips by 76 pc in 13 years as iPhone sales fall

Mumbai: ICICI Bank has reported one of its worst quarterly
performances with its standalone
net profit plunging by 76 per
cent to 702 crore. It is the lowest
quarterly profit since June 2006

amidst a sharp increase in provisions for bad loans.
The lender had reported a net
profit of Rs 2,922 crore during
the same period last year and Rs
3,018 crore in the quarter ended
December 2015.
The sharp drop in quarterly profit was on account of
the special contingency provisions created by the bank over
and above the normal provisions to deal with the prolonged stress in certain sectors.
The bank has set aside a contingency reserve of Rs 3,600
crore in the fourth quarter for
fiscal 2016.

Apple, the world’s second
most valued company, reported
a decline in quarterly profits for
the first time since 2003, pulled
down by low sales of its flagship
product -- iPhones.
Reaction to the news of the
22.5 per cent decline in the iconic
company’s profits was succinctly
captured by Re/Code in the headline, “Apple’s incredible growth
streak is officially over.
The company’s shares, which
were down 20 per cent over last
year, fell by 7.6 per cent in afterhour trading (after the close of
regular exchange hours) in the
US to $96.41 each.
The tech giant said its net in-

Indian companies boost
growth in Britain
A new industry report tracking Indian
companies based in Britain has revealed
that many of them are boosting growth
rates in the country, registering a combined
increase in revenue of £4 billion: from £22
billion (Rs 2.1 lakh crore) in 2014 to £26 billion (Rs 2.5 lakh crore) in 2015.
The report, titled ‘India meets Britain,
Tracking the UK’s top Indian companies’
by consultants Grant Thornton UK and
CII shows that while there has not been a
large increase in the total number of Indian
companies in the UK over the last year, the
number of Indian companies growing at
more than 10 per cent – the key benchmark
for inclusion in the tracker – has nearly
doubled, from 36 to 62 firms. It says that the
performance could be attributed in part to
the high-growth sectors in which many of
them operate – notably technology & telecoms (32 pc of high-growth Indian firms in
the UK), and pharmaceuticals and chemi-

cals (19 pc).
Bharti Airtel tops the list of Indian
companies contributing most to Britain’s
growth, followed by HCL Technologies,
Emcure Pharma, Apollo Tyres,and Wockhardt, among others. The true value of Indian companies doing business in the UK
is highlighted by Grant Thornton’s analysis
of tax contributions from Indian companies
and their employment footprint.
The research shows that Indian-owned
companies pay combined UK corporate tax
of almost £650 million (Rs 6,240 cr), up from
£500 million (Rs 4,800 crore) last year. However, the total value of tax contributions is
considerably higher when additional taxes
such as payroll and sales tax are taken into
account. According to the analysis Indian
companies employ almost 110,000 employees in the UK, with the automotive sector
accounting for the highest number of employees at 36%, the CII said in a release.

come in the second quarter came
in at $10.52 billion, or $1.90 a
share, compared to $13.57 billion, or $2.33 a share, during the
same period in 2015.
Even revenue declined 13 per
cent from $58 billion to $50.55
billion.
Apple CEO Tim Cook acknowledged the setback, calling the quarter “challenging” he
added, “It doesn’t change the future. The future is very bright.”
He attributed it mostly to the
inability of new iPhones — the
entire range of smartphones accounted for 65 per cent of Apple’s total revenue in March — to
stand up to the 2014 models.

Cook said that a lot of customers upgraded because of the
hype around the larger iPhone
6 and 6 Plus in 2014, and there
wasn’t much interest left for the
newer models.
Low demand in China, which
has mostly driven Apple’s
growth in recent years, was also
blamed. Cook said, “[it] was not
the strong wind at your back of
a year ago or even 18 months
ago”.
Sluggish growth in China, as
it rebalances and moves away
from investment and manufacturing toward consumption
and services, has been a drag on
global growth in general.
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Vicky Khurna
launches Bhajan
album

Bips & Karan Singh
Grover tie the knot
MUMBAI:
Actress
Bipasha Basu and her
actor beau Karan Singh
Grover tied the knot in
a Bengali wedding ceremony.
The wedding, which
took place at a South
Mumbai Hotel, was a
private affair with family and close friends in
attendance, including
Bipasha's ex-boyfriend
and now close friend
Dino Morea, and hairstylist Sapna Bhavnani.
Bipasha ditched the typical Bengali bridal red-andwhite saree for a red and golden lehenga-saree. The
37-year-old actress, however, completed her look with
a topor and an elaborated makeup on forehead, typical
of a Bengali bride.
Bipasha, whose husband is a Punjabi Sikh, wore
chooda, which is a set of red and white bangles, worn
especially by Punjabi brides.
The 34-year-old groom looked dashing in a white
sherwani. Rather than coming on a ghodi, Karan arrived
at the venue in a segway amid band-baaja celebration.
The couple followed the Bengali ritual of the bride
covering her face with betel leaves and encircling the
groom seven times, as he remains seated on the 'piri', a
wooden seat.
The wedding will be followed by a white-themed
reception and dinner, expected to be attended by the
couple's Bollywood friends.
Earlier in the day, the couple had a haldi ceremony.
The wedding celebrations began on April 28 with a pooja held as per Bengali rituals.
The mehandi and sangeet function, which saw Bollywood stars like Shilpa Shetty Kundra, her husband
Raj Kundra, Shamita Shetty and Sophie Chaudhary in
attendance.
The couple began dating after starring in 2015 horror film "Alone". While this is Bipasha's first marriage,
Karan has tied the knot for the third time. He was previously married to TV actresses Shraddha Nigam and
Jennifer Winget.

The very famous Bhajan singer Vicky Khurna, who’s well known
for his melodies voice and devotional song, recently launched an
album Maa Di Pooja Rab Di Pooja is making Bhajan song more
popular and it has been loved by many.
Khurna from the past 20 years has devoted himself to the
Bhajan songs. while talking to media persons he said ‘I learn
singing from the very well known Bollywood singer Mika
Singh and his my icon and role model too, Mika gifted
me a guitar and appreciated my singing talent. The
guitar is still there with me and will ever be.
It is worth mentioning that his voice matches with
the famous iconic singer Mahender Kapoor. Khurna
is very much popular in the events like MATA KI
CHOWKI, JAGRANL,MEHNDI KI RAAT, SAI SANDHYA AND BHAJAN, GHAZALSAND .He’s next album
Lakh Lakh Suker Kra is all set to roll out very soon .
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